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all me
odd, but I
jumped at
the chance
to undergo
a colonic, although it doesn’t
conjure up the prettiest of
images. My first thought was,
‘Hoorah! This will give me
a flat tummy.’ A tube up the
bottom to rid your colon of
crap (literally) can only result
in a leaner stomach, right?
I’ve also been suffering
from major trapped gas.
Sorry but it’s true. So, I
headed to EF MEDISPA, in
London, where Head Colonic
Hydrotherapist, Victoria Cooper,
was ready to help cure me.
‘Colonics are a naturopathic
treatment designed to rid
your body of harmful toxins
and unnecessary waste,’
explains Victoria.

The tools
for the job

‘As well as
causing an overall feeling of
negativity, trapped waste can
cause fatigue, headaches, skin
problems, decreased immunity,
constipation and reduced
nutrient absorption.’ So, in
other words, expelling excess
waste could leave me feeling
like a new woman. Winning!
After a consultation with
Victoria, she presents me
with a packet containing
a clear plastic tube. A small
proportion of tube is to be
‘glided’ up my bottom using
lubricant, while the rest is
connected to a pressure
gauge-type colonic machine
gaug
on the wall. I lie on my
o
sside on a hospital-style
bed wearing a blue
b
rrobe – trousers and
undies are off, laughing
u
at me from a hook
a
iin the corner of the
rroom. Once the tube is
inserted, or ‘anchored
in
iin’ as Victoria describes,
I roll onto my back and
water is gently filtered
w
up my colon. It feels
u

bizarre and
I find myself
struggling to ‘relax’
– the feeling of ‘needing
to go’ presents itself
frequently. But, after the
first gas bubble is released, it
starts feeling good. It’s like
bubbles building up in your
bowels and popping out,
straight into a tube. No scent,
no sound, nothing. Victoria
points out a would-be fart
as it shoots through the tube.
It’s pretty much a long line of
nothing, surrounded by water.

The benefits

movements
could benefit from
colonics. She adds, ‘In
almost every case of acne,
the client has sustained
a junk-food diet at some
point and once the trapped
residues have gone, the skin
can dramatically improve.’
But, it’s best to avoid
colonics if you suffer from
certain conditions, such as
severe kidney disease; recent
abdominal surgery or active
cases of inflammatory bowel
disease such as Crohn’s. Your
hydrotherapist will advise
you beforehand, though.
As for the idea that colonics
remove healthy gut flora, she
is quick to dispel that notion.
‘A colonic could flush out
up to 90% of this flora but
this temporary shortfall will
reproliferate to pre-colonic
levels in a few days, assuming
the diet isn’tloaded with alcohol
and/or strong medication.’
I’m booking my second
visit already…
» At EF MEDISPA, in Chelsea,
London, Colonic Hydrotherapy
sessions start at £90. For more
info, go to efmedispa.com.

After 15 minutes, a light brown
liquid starts pouring out.
‘That’s rice sludge’, Victoria
tells me. Oh.
I do wonder when I’ll notice
last night’s chicken and veg
dinner shoot through the tube.
‘You might see solids towards
the end of the treatment, but
it may be released when you
go to the toilet straight after,’
reveals Victoria.
The latter was true. Once
the tube was removed from
my rear end, I did have to
race to the en-suite loo.
Where I remained for a
good seven minutes. It
felt GREAT. Keen to try?
Victoria explains
Taking up a new challenge? Let us know
that those who aren’t
at facebook.com/fitandwellmagazine
having regular bowel

#fitandwellchallenge
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